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widowhood and orphanhood it was along much the same lines
as those followed in providing for old age.
Apart from anything the family might do, voluntary aid
might come from an old employer or charitable educational
endowment in which either he or some friend might have
some influence. Compulsory contributory schemes were rarer
than for superannuation, and seldom existed outside the police
forces. There was also a widespread habit of life insurance.
But in the wage-earning classes it usually meant little more
than a penny-a-week burial policy. Its purpose was a rattling
good funeral for the dear departed, rather than any lasting
provision for the survivors.
Poor-relief was widely distributed among these classes. In
1907-08 the royal commission found that women paupers
were half as numerous again as men, and that more than three
quarters of them were relieved in their own homes, the obvious
presumption being that it was the widows that swelled the
proportions. Of every five children on poor-relief, one was an
orphan, usually in an institution, and two others were widows*
dependants, usually at home. The out-relief consisted usually
of quite inadequate doles, on the assumption that supple-
mentary sources of income could seldom be checked. They
were usually distributed unconditionally without adequate
inquiry or continuous supervision. And as likely as not they
represented a public subsidy to uneducative home conditions
if not to sweated labour.
Against these unconditional and inadequate yet discretion-
ary doles, Goschen revolted. But his 1871 circular was not
exactly helpful. He suggested that the able-bodied widow with
only one dependent child should be left to support it by her
labour, while additional children wtiom she could not afford
to support should be taken into a poor-law institution.
Neither then nor afterwards did this highly personal view
cease to arouse criticism on the ground that it was normally
better for the children that they should stay together at home
and that they should be the first charge on their mother's
care and energy.

